
1. in fact in reality It's hot today. ___ it is 35 degrees.

2. move (v.) to leave the area where one presently lives

3. each other one another

4. often (adv.) many times; frequently

5. email (n.) electronic messages sent and received
through computers

6. reach (v.) to get to; to arrive I will ___ the station at
6:00.

7. more than greater in size or amount I go ___ between
home and school many times in a week.

8. back and
forth

moving to and from somewhere

9. several (adj.) more than two or three

10. computer-
calling
service

(n.) a service that allows people to call others
via their computers

11. lesson (n.) a class period in which something is
learned or studied

12. information (n.) facts told to you or knowledge gained or
given

13. own (adj.) belonging to someone Now I use my
dad's car, but next year I want to have my ___
car.

14. length (n.) the distance from end to end

15. useful (adj.) helpful

16. recently (adv.) not long ago

17. photograph (n.) a picture produced by using a camera

18. compare (v.) to look at the characteristics of two
different things

19. side by side next to each other

20. kindergarten (n.) a school or class for young children
between the ages of four and six

21. work (n.) one's job or profession

22. project (n.) an organized activity undertaken by a
student or a group of students

23. store (v.) to keep for future use I ___ batteries in
case there is a powercut.

24. mess up (v.) to ruin or complicate things The rain will
___ the beach party.

25. delete (v.) to remove, especially a written word

26. terrible (adj.) horrible; dreadful; very bad

27. probably (adv.) used for saying that you think that
something is likely It will ___ be sunny
tomorrow.

28. keep
track of

(v.) to pay attention to over a period of time
Facebook helps me to ___ my friends.

29. online (adj.) accessible through a computer network,
such as the Internet

30. fight (n.) an argument

31. company (n.) an organization that sells services or goods

32. maybe (adv.) perhaps

33. send (v.) to transfer a letter, email etc. to someone

34. past (n.) the time gone by

35. receive (v.) to get or be given I hope to ___ lots of money
on New Years Day.

36. as well also

37. record (n.) a piece of written information

38. person (n.) a human being

39. even used to emphasise a comparison He is a very good
baseball player. He is ___ better than Ichiro.

40. less (adj.) not as great in amount or quantity

41. exist (v.) to be present physically or emotionally Do you
think aliens ___?

42. work out (v.) to figure out answers to problems

43. organize (v.) to put things in order or in a structured way

44. anyone some unspecific person

45. around close to a place or time

46. scientist (n.) a person who studies the natural world
Einstein is famous ___.

47. Personal
Computer

(n.) a computer one can use in the privacy of their
own home

48. mind (n.) the part of a person that thinks and feels
emotions

49. birth (n.) beginning

50. nowadays in present times; these days
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